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TRANSFORMATIONS DETERMINING UNIQUELY A MONOID 
Marie MUNZOVl , Praha 
If a transformation f ; X —> X of a finite set X has a 
suitable structure, then there exists a monoid M ~(X, #) ha-
ving X for its underlying set and such that f is its left 
translation expressible in the form f (x) * a*x for some a 
and all .x in X , It may happen that such a monoid M is uni-
que. In this case we shall call f a determining transforma-
tion of the monoid M . Our aim is to describe all finite trans-
formations determining, in this sense, some monoid. To this 
purpose, we are constantly using the basic results on trans-
lations of semigroups established in [1] and £2J. 
Let u3 assume that f ; X —* X is a left translation of 
some monoid M (such transformations are called potential 
translations in Cl]). If we are in the position that only -f 
is given and the problem is to find a monoid M with -f be-
ing its left translation, we can proceed in two steps: 
1) first to find the whole system L ( M ) of all left 
translations of M j 
2) then to choose a suitable identity element e in X * 
These two steps are based on a statement, the proof of which 
can be found in [2], characterizing the systems L (M) and 
R (JM) of all the left and all the right translations of a 
monoid M in terms of transformations. 
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Statement 1; Let L, be a system of transformations 
of a set X . There exists a monoid M = (X,*) with L CM)* 
=- L, if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 
(A) L is a transformation monoid and there exists 
an element e in X such that for every * in X there is 
one and only one f in L such that f Ce) * * • 
(B) there exists an element e in X such that for e-
very .x in X there exist f in L and g.- in the centra-
lizer ^(L)of L (i.e. g, commutes with all f from L ) 
such that f (e) >• 9-Ce) « <x • 
Any point e satisfying (A.) or (B), and only such a 
point, becomes an identity of a monoid on X with regard 
to the multiplication jc • ty* m i (<i£) where f is the u-
nique transformation in L with i^ie.) «• x . 
If we have a system £ of transformations of a set X , 
we call any point e in X such that for every x there e-
xista f in S such that -f Ce) s-*<x a source of & 0 The a-
bove statement deepens the well known fact that L C M ) and 
R CM ) centralize each other and the identity element of 
M is a common source of both L C M ) and "K C M ) • 
To describe the structure of a given finite transfor-
mation f ; X —•* X we shall use the following notions and 
characteristics: 
The set !!XCx) - (f^Cx ) I M, * 0, 4, 1, ... ? is called 
th« path of the element x , x € X . If for x and a^ in X 
is Ĵ  Cx) n i in},) # 0 9 then x and n^ are Ej -equivalent 
and we writ* x £* ty . This means explicitly that for some 
*n,} m, & 0 we have f^Cx) » ^(ty) . E f -classes form 
the decomposition of X into components of 4: X-+ X. ILCx) 
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denotes the component containing •* (then we can write 
(\fr e -E-Cx) instead of xE,„<ty* ). Transformations with 
just one component are connected transformations. A trans-
formation which has more than one component is called dis-
connected transformation. 
Let AJL>(x) and /t (x ) ; AA, (X ) £ 0 , n (x ) -* 4 9 denote the 
least integer for which the identityf* 6*^^^^) m f M,€H)CX) 
holds. 
The element x with AA, CX) * 0 is called cyclic: all cyc-
lic elements in D* Cx) form the cycle Z(«x) of x , and, 
clearly tt(x) * I 2 (x) I is the order of the cycle of x . 
(We use bars to designate the number of elements of a set.) 
An element e is a top element of f if AJL (e) *2- AM (X. ) 
and ftCx) divides K Ce) for all x in X , An element & 
is ^ bottom element if AM(ir)mO and./cOW divides K(X) for 
all* in X .(Of course, f may have neither top nor bottom 
elements.) 
Let f be a finite disconnected transformation with a top 
element e, the component which contains the top element is 
called the main component of the transformation f . 
By $ Cx), M, 2r 0, is designated the set of all t i n X 
with f^Ct) - x . 
Now we can formulate anew the results of £2J. 
Statement 2: Let f be a finite transformation. Then 
1) there exists a monoid M such that f e L CM ) if and 
only if f has a top element; 
2) there exists a commutative monoid M such that f e 
e L (M) if and only if f has both a top and a bottom ele-
ment. 
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Let f ; X — * X be a finite transformation with a top element 
e . For every x in £- Ce) we shall define its difference 
c£Cx) (with regard to the top element) 
( 2 ) d(x) * >u,Ce) + /m, Cx) - JU, CX) 
where /mCx) is the integer uniquely determined by the condi-
tions 
(3) f«U«)+*n.C*>Ce) m t«<«)U)9 0 -̂  mr Cx) -< /t Ce) . 
Let £ Cx) be a component of a finite transformation f ; 
for /̂- in .E-CtX) we can define the difference a}, with re-
gard to x (designated by c d C x , ^ . ) ) in the same way as above. 
Further, we shall need the following lemma: 
Lemma 1: Let f ; X —> X be a finite transformation with 
a top element; let X be an element from IE- Ce) and Jk be 
an arbitrary integer M* sfc 0 . Then for /y. m f Cx) it holds 
(4) ***** m * < * * > • * . 
Proof: If AJL Cx) > to, , then Ax(fy,)ss AA\(X)~ to, and /nxCnf) -= 
» t mCx ) , therefore 
cLC/y.) «4^Ce)+/m-C^)--.uC/^)»i4te)-i-/m.C^<)-- C<*Cx)--.te)ar<26()-*-Jt -
If .uCx) £ to* , then xcC^) «* (J • it follows that 
$****(*.)- f -*^)*'»»vCy>-.u.Cy)/ ) — x *t>Ge)+«n>(*)-**.(*)+*(B)m f «tod**"(e.) 
We get the assertion using the easily verified equivalence 
f^Cx)** f ^ W U . / n ) or 6m, -*.aCx) and /fcCx)Imi,-/n,) . 
We know now the structure of finite transformations be-
ing members of some system L.CM) of left translations of 
a monoid M . For us it is important to know the form of a 
monoid M such that t*CM) contains f . The answer is gi-
ven by the following construction. 
Let f: X —* X be a finite transformation with a top e-
lement e . Denote L.Ce) its main component (i.e. the E* -
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- c l a s s containing e ) and Y =* X - £^ f e ) i t s complement. 
(If -f i s a connected transformation then y i s vo id . ) 
Construction I: Let f i X —* X be a f i n i t e transfor-
mation with a top element e . The family of transformations 
L C M ^ ) . * ^ , x e X ? andR(A^) = i fy , ^ c X ? are sys -
tems of a l l the l e f t and a l l the r igh t translat ions of the 
monoid M. , where 
(5) JUALJ: for x e L ( e ) i t is fji) * fdu)(i) (cKe) « 0 ) 
for t e h4 Ce) ; 
(6) for .x e E^(e) and t e Y i t i s ^ Ci) » fac*ya) ; 
(7) for x e y i t i s f^Ct) * $. (#) . 
<8)RCJV: %*<*'> 
(9) for te E f Ce) , ^ e E^Ce) put 9^ Ci) .-f^*' (^) >, 
(10) for t € E f C e ) f ^ e Y put 9, Ci) * f
dH)(<p) -, 
(11) for i e y put 9^ Ct) » 4t Ci) -
where < f w y ~ * y i s a transformation such that 
(12) .^ (f(x )) * -p C-f* C.x )) for every .x in Y and 
( 1 3 ) ^ *> ^ ar / f l . 
Demonstration: By (5) e i s a source of LCJVS )̂ , becau-
s e # u / e ' > • ty f o r a l l ^ in X . Hence e i s a source of 
l^(M^) and R C M ^ ) . Now'we must demonstrate that t(L(Mp))s 
- RCM^) . 
Commutativity of every iM with 9- i s obvious by (8) . 
1) For «*€E^ Ce), t € Ef Ce), <u, + e , ^ e £ f C e ) a n d / i ^ e Y : 
V ^ W - * * * * * * ^ ) ) »>^^>^<iCi,C^) , 
fr • 1*, Ci)» 9^ (**<*&) »***>•«"*> Cy) by lemma 1 for t # e 5 
for t « e * 
t* Ve)**«<»>-***%>- #^x)~ *** ̂ Ce) * 
2) For * € E ^ C e ) , i e Y , ^ .* e • 
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^•V^'^^^^^^V^^-^^^*)) *y u2). 
V f * W ) * ^ C f ^ V i » - ^ * ^ * > > , b e c a u . e f - ^ > a ) ^ y # 
3) For x s Y , t € £ ( e ) , <̂ . * e : 
** • 9%.Ct } * f * C^*«Vv-» « ^ C*) , because f *ft>Gu-) e Y -
for t • e <fa • f^Ce) «=• 9^Cx) » -ft,C*) , 
fo r t * e 9^» ^C*)»9^C^iCdt))»-ft(^C*)»fi,6c)by ( 1 3 ) # 
4) For x e y , t e Y , *̂  ** e 5 
fx#9^Ci)»f}<CftCt»-^CA), because 4*<t> c Y . 
* <ty* f*W * (tyCfrCxti ** JiCliCx)) * 41 (x) by (13) # 
The demonstration is complete. 
Now we can formulate a simple consequence of the con-
struction 1. 
Corollary: If f • X —+ X is a determining transfor-
mation, then: 
1) f has one and only one top element; 
2) the >p, * y ~ > y satisfying (12) and (13) is the i-
dentical transformation; 
3) if f has at most two components, then M#, is a com-
mutative monoid. 
Proof: 1) and 2) is evident. 
3) If f has at most two components, then f has a bot-
tom elemnt; this means that f belongs to LC M ) where .M 
is a commutative monoid; f e LC .M^,) therefore M^ *• .M . 
Now we shall confine ourselves to connected transforma-
tions. 
Theorem 1: A finite connected transformation f* X —+ X 
is a determining transformation if and only if 
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( i ) there i s a unique top element e , 
( i i ) for every x in X i t i s -f(*> € ty Ce ) , 
( i i i ) i r 1 ( - f 2 ( . x > ) I m 4 for a l l x e £ f ( e ) \ J > . ( e > , 
(iv) if there exist x. x- € E* (e > ̂  .D-Ce > such that 
•V 9 gk T T 
for some ^r in X i t i s Jtre^miCfdCje^ (x. >> and JBr^f^V*.), 
then<i(£^)--r^Coc ) . <?C%x-) i s not in the cycle Z ( e ) and/tCe) 
4« / it-
does not d iv ide dCxj > . 
Proof: Designate by T the se t T-» E^Ce) \ J J ( e ) . 
F irs t we sha l l show the necess i ty of these cond i t ions . Condi-
t ions ( i ) and ( i i ) are s e t t l e d by corollary of the construc-
t ion 1 . 
Let us suppose that the cond i t ions ( i i i ) or ( iv ) are 
not f u l f i l l e d ; then we are able to construct a monoid H which 
i s d i f ferent from M>> (as given in the construction 1) and 
such that f c L C M ) . 
I . There e x i s t elements **• and x- in T o r * . * 4(e) 
such that Mr e tm\tde**)4"l(*ji» , Mr + 4
H€"+> Cx^ And 
dCJlr) ** cC(*xi) , dLCkr) ** oU-x^) . We can suppose that 
* * * i , * * *i • 
Construction 2: Let -F: X —* X be the transformation 
described above. Then there e x i s t s a monoid .M such that 
L ( M ) s ( ? A , ^ c X l , K ( M )
 m<%},wX1 defined as fo l lows: 
(14) L ( M ) : £ - f . for * # * . t 
(15) ^ r t ) . f^Ct) for t -fc *.. , ^ (o<̂  ) «• *• j 
(16) R C M ) : 9 ^ - 9 i l * o r ^, * o<- •, 
(17) t j ^ f t ) - < ^ < t ) f o r * * * 4 , * „ , < . * < > - l r $ 
where ^ and <̂  are transformations from the construction 
I. 
Demonstration: By (14) and (16), e is the source of 
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both Z,tM) ana> KCAJ) . We must show that transformations 
a, commute with f for x 6 X and ty € X . Because 
7 and (fa* , for ,x -£ x. . /̂  -i-» *̂  are the transformations 
from the construction 1, we know that fx* 5*. — §L
 0 ̂  
for x + #1 , ̂  »* *£ . 
1) *̂ w. commutes with SL, 
a) For t « e : 
V $*/*)- Vx )̂-'*', V Ve) = *** Cx. ) » iir . 
b) For t » x^ : 
l e t x . * x . fc, . 1 C x ) - f c C 4 ^ ^ V x . ) ) - ^ ^ ^ ) - / ^ * ^ \ t e ) , 
-J> a V * £ -*.i -i TX^ 4. ^ 
4&**> (xj e j ^ , ( e ) because dCx±) & A («f has only one 
top e lement) . Let x. = x . , then gL.* 7 ( * . ) • & „ <&) • 
£•'£* <*•*>- ?. ̂  - ̂ V ^ ^ ^ ^ V e ) . 
c) For t *» # . ari(} 
for *.->*!* i.r-.^C«<,)-^CM-/^«-f
,^*>-****V^ 
1 / 3 - •*.(, ̂  3, ^ 
for x^** it is ̂ /^(^•^Cf*^V^)-* 4^ )*^ ,6^> by lem-
ma 1,* §*.* I. Cx-) =- ^ C * ) - ̂ ^ > * f " * * * * ' " * * ^ * ^ ) . 
d) For i c X , t > ^ ; t -£ oc4 , * ̂  e : 
V V t } % V%a»~ V^/ i ) ) s^V t ) }*V ^ Ct> ' 
because ^ C t ) *• X* , *G , e and f̂ . Ci) # x± , x ^ , e . 
2) 9 \ . commutes with ?1 , # 6 X . This has been proved 
for .x ^ ** - by (14) ^ - ^ for * -*• x^ -
a) For * ^ e : 
b) For * N *.. : 
- £ 0 2 * 
because we can suppose that x +• e . 
c) For t e X, t 4- e , t *fc .*; : 
^•V*>-^ f f_«»-V f* f* ) , ,•4<*» (* ) ,"4"*sc* ,' becau8e 
V * > * * * , e • 
3) gk ,/u, e X commute with f̂  , Thia has been proved 
for -y-v.Xi . By (16) S * . g, for nf, & x^ . 
a) For t -r e : 
«.*• V*)-v***-*-0^* V ^ ' - i ^ ^ V • 
b) For t » x . : 
fy'^CX^-fyCXr)**"**^)-*^**"*'^) by lemma 1, 
1 / %Cxi)*Z^
)(v»-^«^)(V»-^i^fa,*e°*™* we 
can suppose that /y. •*> e ( fe i s an identity) . 
c) For t s X , t + xj, , t - j i e : 
9 ^ ^ / t J - ^ V ^ * V V t W " ^ • *,. «> , because 
Vi),fc*#,e ' 
Thus the construction 2 has been confirmed . 
I I . ItJtr*r4Cft*V\)), 4r + ^^(Xi) _. and __£*%>_. 
*• d.00) , then fCCr) must be in the cycle ZCct.), because 
(18) * C\tV> m f " * * * ^ ) - f**,,*V*.J ) , hence 
(19) *-*****f«> - {-">>•<•-"**>(«) . 
Condition (19) means that ft (e) divides dCxt) (U dx-) * _» > . 
^ ^ < « ) . f ^ ^ . ) - f ^ ) , hence x^er^^^Ve)) _ 
We can see t h i t l ^ ^ t ^ » t i ^ i X W C # ) « ^ . 
We can suppose thatKî ,€ Xld(̂ )»<atC»x̂ )} u C-P'^O^)!! » .2 , 
because ty^Xj and _i6̂ > mdtej) have no influence on the 
number of monoids which contain f aa a left translation. 
A) Let us suppose that x^ € #"*Cf^UV*4>> and-PCx̂ ) 
is in the cycle Z (e) . 
Construction 3: Let *f : X -—* X be a finite connected 
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transformation with a top element e described above. Then 
Ltrvl)-*-^ , x € X i is the system of all the left trans-
lations of a commutative monoid M , defined as follows: 
(20) LOvt) t % - *# tor * **-,,* +*j y 
(21) ^^)^-^*^*H^ ***' **; 
(22) £ ix.)~X.; £.(*)» ̂ .Ct)5 t *-*• 5 
where *f , x e X are transformations from the construction 
1 . 
Demonstration: We must show that KCM) -s-L CM )» By (20) 
the source of L ( M ) is the element e . 
1) -f̂  commutes with? , x ^ € X9X+X^,X^ , ty* *±, x? * 
a) For t * e ; 
b) For t it e : 
l.lM.l(4^a)U4^^t)rr^^*)^Cf
d^*))^o^ C*) • 
2) For C and £. ; £ commutes with £ 
a) For t = e ? 
V V€)* V v = **' V V e ) " ^c**} • ** • 
b) For t m x. : 
- t. 
VV*^^'3**' V^^'V***"*' • 
c) For t = Xj : 
Z>l(*)mZ#^>(*))m4^^h*U4^C*i),tocn»» we know 
that >tCe> d iv ides d ^ ) and 4dc*iy(x^ ) e Z (e) * 
VVv-Vv-^V -
d) For t € X - t * € , t # ^ , t * *£ : 
£..£?ct>*f^^ £ / t ) , 
because -f̂ . Ci) -i* *£ , x̂ , , t<4 <*' * •*; , •** • 
3 ) fM , .x € X , commute with ^ . We already know that 
- Ьü4 
it is true for x -= x. : now 7 , x . # x . , x 4* x- by (20) 
^» — f̂ (we can suppose that x *# e ) • 
a) For t s e : 
<* • £ <•> - *, <** > - * - & , > f ^ ) . f-*"-*Vce ) , 
I ' ** <e> - **• <*> - •f-tt>,^>- ̂ ^ > + ^ V e ) . *» * *» 
b) For t m ̂  : 
c) For t « X , t * ^ , t * e i 
V$.ft>-i(*d*to».f6*d0*}ct)-fa*}fdatt»'Z. • i « ; • 
4) ?w commutes with -f for x 6 X . This is known 
for x -r x • and evident for x . x. . Thus ? .-* -t* for x + Xj , 
3 ** »X vC «r " 
X -J* x,; (we can suppose X -£ e ) . 
a) For t » e : 
£• *,<*>- V * > = *^V*)- ̂ * i > + d^e) , 
f* € Ce) = V * . ) - * ^ V ^ ) . f ̂*'*-^Ve) . 
tX ¥%' tX *t> ^ 
b) For t -* x^ : 
^ . V V - ^ C f ^ ^ » - * ^ * ^ f V « ^ * # ; ' , because 
f*K"V^)6 2Ce) and *Ce> divides <£<*.) . 
i - f ^ C o c ^ - t C x ^ ) - ^ ^ ) . 
c) For t « x^ : 
£ • * , ( * . > « - £ C f ^ V * . » , we know that f C * . > € Z Ce ) , 
hence f ^ H x ^ Z C e ) CciCx) 2s 1 ) and /tCe) dividesdCx+) 
and therefore £ . WdC*JCx^)) « f ^ ^ > . 
d) For t 6 X , t * * , * * *• , t -» ^ ; 
V ^ < « - y ^ t o ) ) . * ^ * * * * * ) - f-a-to-****))- ?,. . ^ C*> . 
The construction 3 has &een confirmed. 
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B) Let us suppose that *. e f~Vft***M(*t )) and tc(e) 
divides d (<x- ) . 
Construction 4: Letf:X~*X be a finite connected 
transformation with a top element e described above. Then 
the system h(fA)*{4M fx 6 X f such that 
(23) % - iM ior x + ̂  , x^ ; 
(24) fy^-vW-*.Vw-V« for ***-** ; 
( Z I S ) ^ ) - ^ , ^ ) - ^ , ^ ) - ^ . ^ f o r t # ^ , ^ , 
where -f,. * e X are transformations from the construction 
1, is the system of all translations of a commutative monoid 
M . 
Demonstration: By (23) we see that e is a source of 
LCM) . We must show that LCM) ~ RUA) 
1 ) T^ commutes with ?, for^/j^e X, x?nfr>± *i,*>£ • 
This has been shown when confirming the construction 3. 
2) TL. commutes with ?L 
a) For t .=? e : 
i*Tt.Ce>.£.C*.>«*. £.•&>) «£.<>.> » *< , 
b) For t « <x± : 
V v**} -vv- **> V Vv=£*fv- •** • 
c) For t » xJ ; 
V V v - V v - v VVv=vv- *» • 
d) For t € X, t * e, t * .v,;, t * A^ : 
£/%<*>- VV^'VV^'VV*1-- V^ct)' 
3) T^# commutes with "&,*« */ *-**^ , * «* .x^ . We can 
suppose that <x ** e . 
a) For t -» e * 
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* . f ^ i e ) - ^ t X > - f ^ . V - * - e " , * - < * < , < * > -
b) For t 1 x. ; 
V £>*>" V^>" ̂ C^)- f ^ ^ o c l ^ ) - ^ * ' ^ ^ 
becausef C ^ ) e ZCe) CdLCx) 2* A ) and tcCe) divides c£Coĉ  ) 
and dCoo.) . 
c) For t » *^ : 
f ^ ^ e Z C e ) for c£C*)a- -1 and /tCe) divides dCoc^ > . 
V V V - V V - * **,CV • 
d) For t e X , t * e , t -* 0^ , t + x^ : 
4) ^ commutes with-f^** * * , « . * x^ .. This fact 
is evident for x m e . 
a) For t m e : 
£ • *,<*>- ? f*> - ' " ^ - *rfa,' ,*'"^«> , 
&%.U)-fA*.)- f^* , ) -**"""* '^) . 
b) For t • o^ : 
£.^ci«.>-tf*^»-/^^^>-^^,*^^>-^',^>-
' - * <.V > > because *"""V*^) s £ Ce) and * Ce) I aL Cot^ > . 
c) For t *» oc • : 
V **C*i >- ̂  Cf * " V ^ ) ) - / * 6 - > * * % j ) - / * % . . ) ,because * Ce) d i -
vides d. Cxx ) . 
V ^ > - f« <V-**"*<* >• 
d) For t « X , . ^ e , t -t xi , t -fc ^ . 
V V* > - & <***«»- * ̂ ' ^ t o - ^"h^ctyu *M. ^ «) . 
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It has been proved that L CM) * RCM> . 
We have completely proved the necessity of conditions 
(i) - (iv). The sufficiency of these conditions is easily 
proved as follows. From (i) it follows that either>w(e)« 4 
and hence X * IlCe) or xt(e)> 4 and then (ii) - (iv) mean 
that in *€($) there exist only a few elements with 
l{g,e 1fCf>l9-Ce)-i?l-> 4 . 
In ^£(4) there must exist a transformation fyt such 
that (fa Ce)-t for all t in X . c^ commutes with -f 9 hen-
ce for ^* e ty, (e) 
% % > - 9t Cf^^Ce)) ~ * * * < * Ce))- f^U) . 
The transformation $>. is determined on JJ.Ce) -
L e t t * * * , * . rtieT ( f o r * - , * , app l i e s X- e f C f * C*.»A 




Thus 9^C4^)cP* Cf * Ci )) . Conditions ( i i ) - ( iv ) mean 
that irf(^c^^(t)l m i . i t i s evident that f ^ V t ) e 
e ^ V ^ ^ ' C i ) ) , hence ^ C/̂ J » -f * c * } « ) . I t fo l lows that 
for t ^ ^ , * ^ i t i s <^ (nf.) m f^^O?) ~ f^CVy.) for a l l <y. 
in -X" -
Transformations 9 ^ . , 9^. are determined f o r ^ e l L C e ) and 
^ e T , <y. # .*£ ? *•• , The proof i s the same as torcfriift 4* x.fX-. 
<*,.« C*. ) ) s-^Cf ^ n c ) > - f * ^ ^ f e » - f ^
> + V x , ) , 
hence fl^C^e f "1Cf " ' V ^ o ^ )) . 
Thus there exist two transformations from t?Cf) guch that 
g,xCe)»»x^ and 93..Ce) = .yi , where (^CVx.)-f^ * CM^ ) and 
(26) f*.Co<.) - *, . 
Transformation Or*, is determined at *x. Cĝ Cdt*.)««f ^(Or)*), 
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The transformation CK. ; 
hence there exist two transformations^., 9$,. from ̂ C-P) such 
that 
(27) <&. C a ^ W ^ ^ Y ^ ) and 9^C*^> - •** • 
If we choose a system ig, t e X i we Set K-CM^) from 
the construction 1. Suppose we are able to choose an another 
system X » { ^ , t e X ? from *€ C*) such that R -* K CM^) . 
We know that <.*•-, » ^ and so the transformations C from 
L (where L contains f ) are determined for/y, *-* x^.x * . 
The transformations 9 ^ and cjĵ  do not commute: 
where 
Also 2> does not commute with a^ : 
%" fit-**-9»/**>=r *i' *i * B+ (e} and 
Thus every other system -f^ ; i e X I different from 
R.(>L) cannot be a system of all the right translations of a 
monoid M ' „ So there exists only one monoid M ^ (where -ft 
is an identical transformation) such t h a t L C M ^ ) contains f. 
The theorem 1 has been proved. 
Now we shall draw our attention to the disconnected trans-
formations. 
Theorem 2: A finite disconnected transforms tion«f:X —• X 
is a determining transformation if and only if 
I. f satisfies conditions (i) - (iv); 
II. I y I » 1 or f is a disconnected permutation o n Y ; 
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III. for all xf/y,e y such that o< ^ Z (y*) JC(X) does 
not divide K 6y,) ; 
IV. if £ # 4 is a common divisor of all K(X), (tc(*)& 
-» I Z(x) I ), x e Y , then there exists \ € Y such that 
JC (x*) - q, . 
2-£—"at~ is not an integer. 
Proof: At first we must prove the necessity o£ these 
conditions. Conditions (i) - (iv) have been confirmed in the 
part dealing with connected transformations. 
From the corollary of the construction 1 we know that 
if f is the determining transformation then *ft from con-
struction 1 is an identity. Hance f. for t e Y are con-
stants thus for I y f -jfc A M ^ cannot be a commutative mo-
noid. So if the restriction $ IY is not disconnected, then 
f is determining only for IYI a 4 . 
Let -P iy be not a permutation. This means that there 
exists a point x in Y which is not cyclic. Let then K de-
note the least common multiple of all orders K(14),if,e Y and 
define .-ft t Y - * y by 
(28) > C ^ ) « f*,44,CeV^>, y * Y . 
Clearly {v satisfies conditions (12) and (13)* 
Hence from construction 1 there exists an another mo-
noid M A such that L* (JW^ ) contains f . 
Let 4 IY be a disconnected permutation and let exist 
1fc»'Vi€ y such that Vi^ Z f % ) and fc(n^) divides itOifc)• 
Then we can define 
(29) ^C^) at **<*$ *>r ^ m f*^) -
(30) Jft,(y)m y, otherwise. 
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We must show that ̂  from (29) and (30) satisfies con-
ditions (12) and (13). 
/ft»̂ C/î )*/fi'CfteĈ ))-sf (n^)*p,(y,) for/^af (n^±) , because 
$ C^) • 2-C^), ft*» -ft (^ ) «- ̂  (y,) otherwise. 
j(i<,Uv)*4iU***\%)) xf**^)*^^))**'*'^ f o r ^ A ^ ) , 
^•-PCnps- *C<t̂ ) * f • -fcC^) otherwise. 
Thus there exists another monoid M ^ such that -f € 
e L C ^ ) . 
Let <£«£ < be a common divisor for all /cCx)., * € Y and 
let for all «x e Y be 3 1 — an integer. Then we can 
construct a monoid M such that I*CM ) contains *P and.M 
is different from M^ • 
Let us form a set -fa. > £ * '/.,...., /n, ? such that o« « 
e Y for all i and Z ( a . ) o Z Ca- ) = 0 (we know that 
-V <f 
£ f Cct̂ ) n E 4 Ca- ) * 0 , because E f Co.) » Z CaJ ) for 
-t *£ ^. and for all x « Y there exists an index <i such that 
x e £. Ca.) m Z Ca. ) . 
f -J. ^ 
Construction g; Let *f; X ~ * X be a finite disconnec-
ted transformation with a top element e as described above. 
Then a family of transformations ifx ; x e X f such that 
(3D **<t)-f*°*«> for x e £ , C e > , t e X ; 
(32) t;ci)« f ^ ' ^ C x ) for x e Y, t e E f Ce ) ; 
(33) y i > « f *"'«*> * Cx> f o r x e Y , t e Y . 
where t e ZCa^) and <£Ct, o^) is a difference of t with 
regard to a^ , is a system of all left translations of a mo-
noid M . The system of all right translations of M is de-
fined as follows: 
(34) RCM) t < f c - ̂  , 
ЫІ 
( 3 5 ) V * > - f ^ V * for i í E . C e ) , ч- í X j 
., ,*£& 
(36) q,Ct)=f * ^Ĺ-Ь) foг t б У , - ÿ . є E ^ C e ) ; 
l f ^
l f a : (37) cyCt)mf *" * *Ct) for t e y , /^ e y . 
Demonstration: From ( 3 D and (34) we can see that e 
i s a source of _u,CM ) and R CM ) - Now we must show that 
R (M ) i s a system of a l l r igh t t rans la t ions . 
1) iM commutes with <% for t e £ -Ce) , ot e E^ Ce) t 
<y, c E- C e ) , because fx and 9-^ for t e E* Ce ) are the same 
as in the construction 1 . 
2) For x € y , /y. e E f Ce ) we have 
a) f oг t e E f ( e ) : 
W « « î - V f <*»-* Cx) 
*&,. 
' l<*>- %.C-faLÍt>3^XC>))=<h.í*), where *-**"* í * ) » Vf* l*;"% 
« ' y so «j^Cx) -•f - ť *"*í 4 (:*) , but*C*)-*C .x)C*eZ .<' .x)), 
i c e >tCM) hen  
b) for t e y : 
.VV^^^-V*'-^^^' > where 
^ « * > * & ( x ) . t , * e ] ) . ^ ) - Z Ccut ) and thus 
/c Cat) «= *.C£) , hence 
We know that * C % a ̂  * 4 t , where jfc, i s an integer . Hen-
/tCt) fl , 
ce —5;— m Jk<i+- 1 . 
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because city) * to i s an integer and 4M'd(* (H) ^ # . 
V % rt>- %.«""^ **<*>> - % fc)-*-**^« > ana 
« . ( x ) - / t f x ) , hence 9 ^ . £ C ^ j - f ^ ^ ^ C - F - " ' * 0 ^ * )) «. 
3.) For * e £* ( e ) , /#. € Y we have 
a) for t € Ê s Ce) ? 
b) for t e Y s 
VV* } -*« < "* ' v ^»-4 & >-*****>- f" a "+"* '"* , *%*) , 
= f - :cn ,V- -^
 + ' - c - : ,a> . because /tC*> - /t> 6 * ) . 
4) For x e Y , /y. s Y we have 
a) for t « E^ ( « ) : 
, ^ - . ' ^ - « ^ ) . , ^ ^ - « " ^ ) , b e c a u 8 e 
/t Cx) » /*,("*) . 
b) for t c Y . , % „ ^ - A .^1 
W t ) ! r ^ f * ""'k0* ^-*>-f <•*>-
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because te-d(y,<Zj) is an integer and f-t-*l*'**,*c*V* ) * x . 
The construction 5 has been confirmed. 
Thus we have completely proved the necessity of the con-
ditions given in the theorem 2. Now we shall prove the suffi-
ciency of these conditions. 
1 ) Let f: X —* X be a finite disconnected transforma-
tion such that IVI-s'f and f satisfies the conditions ( i ) 
- (iv). Therefore all ©-, , t **-» >y. (4<y,}*=y )f are determined 
on E, Ce) , It is impossible that 9^ (*y, ) e £.. Ce) , becau-
se -f Ĉ < (ty )) & g, (f (y,)) -» Q.^ C<y~) and if ̂  (<&)* x e £^ Ce), 
then -PCx) =- .y „ It means that £ Ce) has a cycle 2 Ce) such 
that I Z Ce)l~ 4 and x e Z Ce) . But f^ such that ̂ Ce) * ^ 
is a constant; thus 4 must commute with <fr • 
fl^^Ce).^^)---*, i^%(A)mf^U) - /̂  and 19.-J** . 
So for all t in E-Ce) it is fyAty) ** ifr - And these ^ 
with < ^ ^ ) » <u. for all .x in A" is the system K (M^,) from 
construction 1. So only M^, is a monoid the h (M) of which 
contains f . 
2) Let f be a finite disconnected transformation with 
a top element e and let -P IV be a disconnected permuta-
tion such that for allx,/y. e Y , * ̂  Z (*y,) tc(x) does not 
divide K (<u,) *• We shall show that if £ 4* 4 is a common divi-
sor for all ft(*)9 «x e Y . then there exists xd such that 
*-£**)-<£ 
^2 is not an integer. 
Let Oj be a transformation from *€C4) such that 91^-^ 
•mm i , Since -f I IE, - Ce) is the determining transformation, 
9i C^) is determined for /u. e E*Ce) and -fe e ^- Ce) -
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Thus (j^C/j^)-f^Ct) for t e £f Ce) , ̂  e £ Ce ) . From the 
proof of sufficiency of conditions (i) - (iv) it follows 
that only <^ (nf) * *****& ) ' for^.€EfCe), fc6 Y can 
possibly be in "R CM) where RCM ) is a system of all right 
translations of a monoid M such that L CM ) contains f . 
We know that -f IY is a disconnected permutation. For 
/kg y it must be 
(38) f C^Cn})) 8 g, Cf C ^ » for all t e X . 
We shall demonstrate that gj I Z C»x) , J( tf Y , is a permu-
tation. Let O'.l'ZCx) not be a permutation. Hence there e-
xist tfa , nfa c Z Cx) such that nfa 4* *fr% and 9̂  C^)=^ C^) -
L e t ^ . ^ * ^ > , tten^^).^/^^)) -
S T ^ ' ^ C ^ ) ) - f"**'**^ C^ » by (38). Therefore 
^ ^ ^ a ^ ^ - ' ^ ^ ^ and thus ^ -» ̂  • 
Let us suppose that there exist **,, ̂  e Y such that 
9 1 ^ ) - % where <*0 £ ^ . ^ > -
 A11 ^ mu8t commute withf 
and thus for X € 2>^ (x0) 
(39) % (x) - <g (^^(x0)) - f ̂ ' * % ̂  »- f **"%>>. 
(-p must fulfil a condition (38) for all « x e ^ ( ^ ) ; also 
for x such that ̂ CiX,^) * KCXO)-4* 
**%<*)* JCt*'*^))***^,); %**C*)*%C*„)~V . 
The condition (38) is fulfilled only for KCXC) - to'toCifo) . 
Thus q^CZCx)) c ZCx) . And because cfe must commute with 
f , is q^lZCx) s4^\ ZCx) , where A> is an integer. 
The family of transformations £(^, t £ X } must cre-
ate a system of all right translations of some monoid M • 
This means that we must be able to construct a system L -=-
-s-ff̂ , * € X \ such that f e L, and that for all x € X ? 
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t e X , •£ and q*t commute. For every ^ f 6 Y i t i s 
%C^ Ce)) c J>.Ct) » Z W and Q<t CZ Cx ))-* ZCx) . There-
fore y z a ) ) c Z ( o d f o r a l l t e y , i ^ Z c x ) . 
Let us suppose that g^ 1 Z c\x) • 4*' \ Z Cx) and9^ \ZCl)s 
lb 
•» r I ZCi), To solve our problem we shall use the follow-
ing property of commutative transformations which has been 
proved in [21. 
Let 4 be a disconnected permutation with two compo-
nents y and y . . y | » r ^ , l\C I « ̂  . Then there exists 
a transformation (J* • ̂  £y~i-* 9 *tf& -̂ or some % € ^ anc- % e 
6 y 5 such that H*q- * <$*• fa, if and only if A^ divides /fcf . 
In our case this means that JL and Jk> cannot be such 
ttCx) /cCt) . , s \ 
that —"JF— and — j r - are not integers (^u; does not 
ttCx) foCt) 
divide /cCt) ). Therefore — j — and ^ must be in-
*^*> * W r^ 
tegers and — 7 — must d iv ide ^ " . The same app l i e s 
a lso for 4. and 9^ and that i s why a l so ~~j£"~ must d i -
fcCx) 
vide —Tr~~" • *feric© 
<4°> ~MT m "T" • 
This means that there exists a common divisor of all fcCx) > 
X € y 9 which is equal to 
(4D e - -*r-V 
If 4: X —• X is such that the only common divisor is 3, * 
* A f then Q, \ Z Cx) ~ f *'** I Z Cx) and thus q$Cx) * x 
for all * in y . Hence it is evident that the system i 9^ ; 
t c X 1 is the system R ^Mf> * as defined in the const-
ruction 1 with JQ, m i . 
Let 4: X-~+ X be such that a common divisor £ of 
all >cCx), x 6 y , is different of 4 . We shall define 
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q^lXCx) m f ^ J Z (,x) ., Thus we ge t another system of 
t ransformat ions .R8B-C9-.5teXJ.In order t h a t X i s a sys -
tem of a l l r i g h t t r a n s l a t i o n s of some monoid .M , t h e r e 
must e x i s t a system L » < f * x e X } such t h t t f e L and 
(42) ^x°%
m%°^ for a l l x e J C and te X > 
From the condi t ion (42) i t follows t h a t 
( 4 3 ) ^(t)~ fda)^(x) , where xeY and teZfC&) . 
We s h a l l use the condi t ion (42) 
(44) ^•<a{;fe)«£<:*); fy'l^Cey-fyM-f^Cx) , thus 
fxCt) « f*W(M) . 
Let /y. be an element in D (t) , then there exists an element 
%- in E f Ce) such that q^ (z,) ~ y . « f
 tUaact) , therefore <*£*>* 
9 df̂ t, t.) • The condition (42) must be fulfilled also for such 
that x in E^ Ce) -
(45) V * ) a r **"*'•> ̂ ^ X ) for y. € 2>4 (t) . 
The condition (42) must be fulfilled for /y. e Jl(t), too. 
^of^) .*^*^^ -
^M.d^9t)^^^(^^dc^)^)^ c.*c*> , 
where c is an integer. 
_. , - m c • /c Oc ) , hence 
(46) Z&T^ m e . 
The assertion (46) must be fulfillp*i for every t in y. 
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But we know that in Y there exi3ts x„ such that ——5 — 
is not an integer. Hence there does not exisc any monoid M 
such that ~R is a system of all right translations of M . 
Thus only MM, ( ̂  is an identity) is a monoid such that 
L CM*. ) contains -P . 
The sufficiency of the conditions given in Theorem 2 
has been proved. Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
I want to thank to Pavel GoralSfk for his kind help and 
valuable suggestions to me with this paper. 
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